
Data Engineer

Role Purpose:
We are looking for a Data Engineer to join our growing data platform team. You will be a skilled and 
experienced engineer who will help us develop and maintain data architectures and processing solutions
that power our data scientists, BI analytics and many other internal data consumers. One major role of the 
team is to prepare and maintain self-serve data infrastructure, and ensure data availability, security and 
scalability. Another one is to build and maintain pipelines for integrating internal and third-party data 
while ensuring high data integrity and quality. In this role, you will work in a dynamic, fast-changing
environment with plenty of interaction with other teams.

Location: Warsaw, Poland

We are a technology recruitment partner focused on search 
and selection of IT experts internationally. Currently, we are 
looking for an accomplished experts for the role of Data 
Engineer. We offer a rewarding and exciting professional 
experience and opportunity to develop your career in a highly 
competitive international environment.

Scope of Responsibilities:

Plan, build, maintain and manage the data platform components
Create, maintain and monitor pipelines for regular data processing while ensuring data reliability, 
quality and efficiency
Maintain data serving layer, manage permissions and automate processes around data catalog
Support BI and business in efficient data modeling,
Manage cross-functional requirements working with data scientists, data engineers, DevOps, 
architects, developers, QA and other parties
Collaborate to bring new features and services into production
Develop and improve operational practices and procedures

Skills & Experience required:

Experience in Azure Data Factory (ADF) - creating multiple pipelines and activities using Azure for full
and incremental data loads into Azure Data Lake Store
Expertise with SQL, database design/structures, ETL/ELT design patterns, and DataMart structures
(star, snowflake schemas, etc.)
Experience in Azure storage solutions, particularly Azure Data Lake Storage and working with 
Parquet files and partitions
Experience in Databricks would be a plus - creating notebooks, developing integration code in 
Python/PySpark, working with delta tables (Delta Lakehouse), managing Databricks SQL endpoints
Experience with Azure DevOps / Git
Bachelor's degree or higher in Computer Science Engineering / Information Technology, Information 
Systems
Azure Data Engineer certification would be a plus
Proficiency in English



Interested candidates should send their resume (CV) to 
konrad.witek@itpuzzle.com.pl
with „Data Engineer” in the subject line.

Offer:

challenge, opportunities to exchange skills within multinational team
ability to work in an autonomous way and in an environment 
where your ideas are valued
interesting trainings
health care
Multisport card
French classes
flexi-time and home-office
competitive salary aligned with experience
casual and very friendly environment
possibility to work in other Client location


